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The Sun Dance The Sun Dance is a distinctive ceremony that is central to the
religious identity of the Indigenous peoples of the Great Plains. It developed
among the horse-mounted, bison hunting nations who populated the Great
Plains in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Those nations at the core of
its practice in the bison-hunting era that have continued its practice into the
contemporary period include the Arapahos, the Cheyennes (Southern and
Northern), the Blackfoot (who include the Siksikas or Blackfoot proper, the
Bloods or Kainahs, and the Northern and Southern Piegans or Pikunis), and the
Sioux (including in particular the westernmost Sioux, who are the seven tribes
of the Lakota nation, but also including the Yanktons and Santees, who comprise the six tribes of the Dakota nation). From these four nations, the Sun
Dance ceremony spread to the Kiowas and Comanches, who ranged the Southern Plains, and to Northern Plains nations such as the Plains Crees of Saskatchewan and the Sarcees of Alberta, as well as to virtually every other Plains nation in the land between these two extremes, including the Arikaras, Assiniboines, Crows, Gros Ventres, Hidatsas, Mandans, Pawnees, Plains Ojibwas,
Poncas, Shoshones, and Utes.
The Canadian and U.S. governments perceived this ceremony as superstitious
rather than religious and suppressed it, and full liberty to practice the Sun
Dance was regained only after the mid–twentieth century. Some Sun Dances,
including the Kiowa, Comanche, and Crow ceremonies, ended in the nineteenth century. Others persisted clandestinely through the time of suppression. The Crows in 1941 formally renewed practice of the ceremony by receiving the Shoshone form as their own.
The name Sun Dance derives from the Sioux identification of it as Wi wanyang
wacipi, translated as "sun gazing dance." Other Plains peoples have names for
the ceremony that do not refer to the sun. The Arapaho, Cheyenne, and Blackfoot names for the ceremony all refer to the medicine lodge within which the
ritual dancing occurs. The medicine lodge
is constructed of pole rafters radiating
from a sacred central pole. However, the
best-known and most widely practiced
contemporary form of the ceremony is
that of the Sioux, who do not construct a
medicine lodge. Instead, the Sioux make a
hocoka, or ritual circle, with a sacred
cottonwood tree erected in the center
and a circular arbor
(continued)
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built around the entire perimeter, except for an open entrance to the east, so that the dancing takes place within a
central arena that is completely open to the sky and to "sun gazing." However, both traditions, whether that of the
medicine lodge or of the hocoka, involve ritual ways of making local space sacred as a setting for renewal of the people's relationship with the land itself and with all the beings of their life-world, both human and other-than-human.
The ceremony is highly variable because its performance is intimately connected to the authoritative guidance of visions or dreams that establish an individual relationship between one or more of the central participants and one or
more spirit persons. In all cases, however, the primary meaning is understood to be the performance of acts of sacrifice
in ritual reciprocity with spiritual powers so that the welfare of friends, family, and the whole people is enhanced. The
Arapaho, Cheyenne, Blackfoot, and Sioux nations all practice sacrificial acts of piercing the flesh, often described pejoratively as "torture" by outsiders. Others, such as the Ute, Shoshone, and Crow nations, perform sacrificial acts of embodying their spiritual intentions through fasting and intense dancing, but not through piercing.
Some Indigenous interpreters have suggested an analogy between the piercing of sun dancers and the piercing of Jesus
on the cross, seeing both as acts of voluntary sacrifice on behalf of other beings and the cosmic welfare. While this interpretation may facilitate understanding for some, interpreters must be wary of imposing any religious category that
clashes with the central concern of the Sun Dance: to establish and maintain kinship with all the people's relatives, including other humans, the animal and plant relatives of this earth, and the cosmic relatives of the spirit realm. [From
The Encyclopedia of the Plains]
June 4/5 Shavuot Jewish The Torah was given by G-d to the Jewish people on Mount Sinai more than 3300 years
ago. Every year on the holiday of Shavuot Jews renew their acceptance of G-d’s gift, and G-d “re-gives” the Torah.
The word Shavuot means “weeks.” It marks the completion of the seven-week counting period between Passover and
Shavuot. The giving of the Torah was a far-reaching spiritual event—one that touched the essence of the Jewish soul
for all times. Sages have compared it to a wedding between G-d and the Jewish people. Shavuot also means “oaths,”
for on this day G-d swore eternal devotion to the Jews, and they in turn pledged everlasting loyalty to Him.
In ancient times two wheat loaves would be offered in Holy Temple. It was also at this time that people would begin
to bring bikkurim, their first and choicest fruits, to thank G-d for Israel’s bounty.
Women and girls light holiday candles to usher in the holiday, on both the first and second evenings of the holidays. It
is customary to stay up all night learning Torah on the first night of Shavuot.
All men, women and children should go to the synagogue on the first day of Shavuot to hear the reading of the Ten
Commandments. As on other holidays, special meals are eaten, and no “work” may be performed. It is customary to
eat dairy foods on Shavuot. Among other reasons, this commemorates the fact that upon receiving the Torah, including
the kosher laws, the Jewish people could not cook meat in their pots, which had yet to be rendered kosher. On the second day of Shavuot, the Yizkor memorial service is recited. Some communities read the Book of Ruth publicly, as King
David—whose passing occurred on this day—was a descendant of Ruth the Moabite.
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June 8 Pentecost Christian Pentecost is a Christian holy day commemorating the descent of the Holy Ghost upon
the disciples of Jesus Christ, according to the New Testament of the Bible. It is also known as Whitsunday, or Whit Sunday.
In the United States, Christians share their perspective about the meaning of Pentecost as well as how the diversity of
languages and cultures can enhance their worship and fellowship with each another. Christians see Pentecost as an
expansion of God's favor and care from Judaism to all peoples.
As recorded in the New Testament of the Bible, it was on the 50th day after Easter that the apostles were praying together and the Holy Spirit descended on them. They received the “gift of tongues” – the ability to speak in other languages – and immediately began to preach about Jesus Christ to Jewish people from all over the world who flocked to
Jerusalem for the Feast of Shavuot.
Christian Pentecost became not only a commemoration of the Holy Spirit’s visit but also marks the birth of the Christian Church. Although it is not certain when Pentecost began to be observed by Christians, it may have been early as
the first century. Whitsuntide, also referred to as Whitsun in modern
times, is the period beginning with the Saturday before Whitsunday
and ending the following Saturday.
According to church tradition, Pentecost is always about seven weeks
after Easter Sunday, or 50 days after Easter, including Easter Day. In
some Orthodox churches, Whitsunday is observed after the date set
by the western churches. This is because some Orthodox churches still
observe holidays according to the Julian calendar, which preceded the
Gregorian calendar adopted by many western churches. The Easter
date depends on the ecclesiastical approximation of the March equinox. Photo: prayerbookguide.wordpress.com
June 12 Nisf Sha’ban Islam The 15th day of the eighth month (shaaban) of the Islamic lunar calendar. The preceding night is known as Laylatul Bara’ah or Laylatun Nisfe min Sha’ban in the Arab world, and as Shab-e-barat
in Afghanistan, Iran, Bangladesh, Pakistan, and India. These names are translated to the night of records, the night of
assignment, the night of deliverance or the night of salvation, and the observance involves a festive nightlong vigil with
prayers. In some regions, this is also a night when one's deceased ancestors are commemorated.
June 13 Poson Buddhist Poson celebrates the arrival of Buddhism in Sri Lanka in the 3rd century BCE; it is a festival
of great historical and religious significance celebrated island-wide by Buddhists. Poson, held on the full moon day of
June, commemorates the occasion over 2,000 years ago when Arahat Mahinda, son of Emperor Asoka of India, converted King Devanampiyatissa to Buddhism. The main center of celebration is Mihintale, the ancient monastic complex
where the royal missionary monk Mahinda perched the first sermon.
For Buddhists, this day is second only to Vesak in terms of importance. Although
Poson is celebrated throughout the island, the major ceremonies are to be found
in Anuradhapura and Mihintale. Long lines of devotees dressed in white climb the
many steps to the top of the Mihintale hill first to the temple, and then to the dagobas [a rounded brick building containing relics] that adorn the nearby hillocks.
In addition, many devotees climb to the very top of the rock, to the spot where
Arahat Mahinda delivered his initial discourses.
Many religious activities are organized during this period.
In Poson many temples are filled with devotees and pilgrims. The devout, clad in pure white with no make-up or jewelry, make their way to the temple, to spend the next twenty four hours in quiet contemplation. The rest of the village,
gathers at the temple grounds after sunset to participate in lesser religious activities, like reading of holy books, or listening to the relate ancient stories from Lord Buddha's previous lives.
Poson is a festival of great piety and sanctity which focuses on the virtue of compassion to all living creatures. It is also
one of much colour and gaiety, with streets, homes and public places decorated with beautiful and hand-made paper
lanterns, pandals [a shelter of upright poles and bamboo roofing] depicting the different occurrences in the life of the
Buddha or his previous births.
Photo: Mt. Mihintale on Poson worldtraveldesigner.it
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June 15 Trinity Sunday Western Christian On Trinity Sunday many Christians in the United States remember and
honor the belief of an eternal God, consisting of the Father, Son and Holy Spirit. Many churches have special prayers on
Trinity Sunday. The Athanasian Creed, named after St Athanasius, Archbishop of Alexandria, is recited in some churches
on Trinity Sunday because of its strong affirmation of the Triune nature of God.
Pope Gregory IX instituted Trinity Sunday in 828 CE. This day is notable for being the only major Christian festival that
celebrates a doctrine of the church rather than an event in its sacred history. It is dedicated to the Christian belief in
the Trinity – Father, Son and Holy Spirit – and falls on the Sunday following Pentecost each year. The belief of one God
in three elements is a distinctive of the Christian faith but the early church was plagued by contrary views. Trinity Sunday spread throughout the western church around the 14th century.
In some churches, the liturgical color is white on Trinity Sunday. Images of the Trinity of the Father, Son and Holy Spirit depict that there are three elements of one God. The Trinity is sometimes symbolized by a triangular shape formed
by three overlapping oval rings or loops, each featuring the one of the following images: the crown (father) within the
top loop; the lamb (son) within the second loop (clockwise); and the dove (spirit) within the third loop (clockwise). Other shapes depicting the Trinity include Borromean rings and the triquetra.
The Borromean rings feature three overlapping round circles forming a triangular shape,
and in the center, inside all the circles is the word "unitas". The Borromean rings are named
after the crest of the Borromeo family in 15th-century Tuscany. The triquetra symbol uses
shapes similar to one of the oldest Christian symbols. In the triquetra, the three equal arches of the circle express the equality of the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. The union of the
arches represents the unity of the Godhead. Their continuous form symbolizes eternity.
Their interwoven appearance denotes the indivisibility of the Trinity. In the center of the
triquetra is an equilateral triangle, one of the most ancient Trinity symbols, and each pair of
arches formed an ellipse, the symbol of God’s glory.
Photo: flickr.com
June 15 All Saints Day Eastern Christian The first Sunday after the Feast of Holy Pentecost is observed by the Orthodox Church as the Sunday of All Saints. This day has been designated as a commemoration of all of
the Saints, all the Righteous, the Prophets, Apostles, Martyrs, Confessors, Shepherds, Teachers, and Holy Monastics,
both men and women alike, known and unknown, who have been added to the choirs
of the Saints and shall be added, from the time of Adam until the end of the world,
who have been perfected in piety and have glorified God by their holy lives.
Honoring the friends of God with much reverence, the Prophet-King David says, "But
to me, exceedingly honorable are Thy friends, O Lord" (Ps. 138:16). And the Apostle
Paul, recounting the achievements of the Saints, and setting forth their memorial as an
example that we might turn away from earthly things and from sin, and emulate their
patience and courage in the struggles for virtue, says, "Wherefore seeing we also are
compassed about with so great a cloud of witnesses, let us lay aside every burden, and
the sin which doth so easily beset us, and let us run with patience the race that is set
before us" (Heb. 12:1).
This commemoration began as the Sunday (Synaxis) of All Martyrs; to them were added all the ranks of Saints who bore witness (the meaning of "Martyr" in Greek) to Christ
in manifold ways, even if occasion did not require the shedding of their blood.
The icon of the Sunday of All Saints depicts our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ seated
above the throne of heaven surrounded by the Saints. The rows of Saints included the Archangel Michael and other
Angels, the Theotokos and John the Baptist, the Apostles, Bishops, Great Martyrs, Ascetics and Monastics. To the side
of the throne are Adam and Eve, bowing in reverence to Christ. They are joined by the Saints, who are lifting their
hands in worship to the King of Glory. At the lower left of the icon is the Patriarch Abraham who has a righteous soul in
his bosom, as told in the story of Lazarus and the rich man in the Gospel. At the lower center is the Good Thief who
was crucified with Christ. On the lower right is the Patriarch Jacob.
Photo: forallsaints.wordpress.com
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June 16 Mar5tyrdom of Guru Arjan Dev Ji Sikh Guru Arjan Dev Ji is the fifth Guru of the Sikhs. He was born on
April 15, 1563 at Goindwal Sahib Ji. He was the youngest son of Guru Ram Das Ji. He received Gurgaddi on August 31st,
1581. He was the first Guru to have been born a son of the Guru.
The fifth Guru started the construction of the Golden Temple. To emphasize the equality of Sikhism, a Muslim saint,
named Mian Mir laid the foundation stone of the shrine. The temple featured four entrances to represent access to all
communities. Guru Arjan Dev Ji compiled the Adi Granth Ji, the Sikh scripture containing the writings of all the Gurus
up until that time.
As another sign of equality in Sikh philosophy, the Guru Ji added the writings of several Muslim and Hindu saints,
whose ideas corresponded to Sikh beliefs. With the passage of time, the Guru attracted a
substantial following, therefore the Sikh community undertook a social-political character.
In 1606, Emperor Jehangir, the Muslim ruler of India, summoned the Guru Ji to his court
on the charge of blessing a rebellious relative of the Emperor's. Upon the Guru's refusal to
embrace Islam to escape death, the fifth prophet of the Sikh religion was subject to inhumane torture. Guru Arjan Dev Ji was arrested, tortured and made to sit on hot iron plates
at Lahore. He was martyred on May 30th, 1606 at Lahore by Emperor Jahangir. Thus, the
martyrdom tradition of Sikhism began with the martyrdom of the Guru Ji himself. From
this point forward, Sikhism began to form itself into a community of saint-soldiers.
He completed the Sarovar of Nectar at Amritsar and built Sri Harmandir Sahib Ji, the centre of worship and religious assembly. He compiled Sri Adi Granth Ji, later called Sri Guru
Granth Sahib Ji and installed it at Sri Harmandir Sahib Ji in 1604. Nothing else but Shabad
Kirtan is recited in the sanctum sanctorum of Sri Harmandir Sahib Ji
Guru Arjan Dev Ji constructed the holy (Sarovar) tank at Tarn Taran and founded the city
of Kartarpur near Jalandhar. The city of Sri Hargobindpur on the banks of river Beas was founded by him to celebrate
the birth of his son Hargobind Sahib Ji.
Guru Arjan Dev Ji encouraged the Sikhs to contribute Daswandh (one tenth of the earnings) for community purposes.
Guru Arjan Dev Ji was a great thinker, illustrious poet, a practical philosopher and a celebrated saint. He was the first
martyr in the Sikh history. He practiced humility and forgiveness. He preached truth, contentment and contemplation.
He organized the Sikhs into a community. After the brutal martyrdom of Guru Arjan Dev Ji, his son Hargobind Sahib Ji
was appointed the Sixth Guru of the Sikhs in line.
Photo: www.srigurugranthsahib.org
June 18 Anniversary of Jamyang Khyentse Chokyi Lodro Tibetan/Mahayana Buddhism Dzongsar Khyentse Chökyi
Lodrö (Jamyang Chökyi Lodrö, c. 1893 – 1959) was a Tibetan lama, a master of many lineages, and a teacher of many of the major figures in 20th-century Tibetan Buddhism.
Though he died in 1959 in Sikkim, and is not so well known in the West; he was a major
proponent of the Rime movement within Tibetan Buddhism, and had a profound influence
on many of the Tibetan lamas teaching today.
Photo: tibetanaltar.blogspot.com

June 19 Junteenth African American Juneteenth is the oldest known celebration commemorating the ending of
slavery in the United States. Dating back to 1865, it was on June 19ththat the Union soldiers, led by Major General
Gordon Granger, landed at Galveston, Texas with news that the war had ended and that the enslaved were now free.
Note that this was two and a half years after President Lincoln’s Emancipation Proclamation - which had become official January 1, 1863. The Emancipation Proclamation had little impact on the Texans due to the minimal number of Union troops to enforce the new Executive Order. However, with the surrender of General Lee in April of 1865, and the
arrival of General Granger’s regiment, the forces were finally strong enough to influence and overcome the resistance.
To learn more visit the official Junteenth site at http://www.juneteenth.com/history.htm ]
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June 21 Litha/June Solstice Wicca
Nearly every agricultural society has marked the high point of summer in
some way, shape or form. On this date – usually around June 21 or 22 (or December 21/22 in the southern hemisphere) – the sun reaches its zenith in the sky. It is the longest day of the year, and the point at which the sun seems to
just hang there without moving – in fact, the word “solstice” is from the Latin word solstitium, which literally translates
to “sun stands still.” The travels of the sun were marked and recorded. Stone circles such as Stonehenge were oriented
to highlight the rising of the sun on the day of the summer solstice.
Traveling the Heavens: Although few primary sources are available detailing the practices of the ancient Celts, some
information can be found in the chronicles kept by early Christian monks. Some of these writings, combined with surviving folklore, indicate that Midsummer was celebrated with hilltop bonfires and that it was a time to honor the space
between earth and the heavens.
Fire and Water: In addition to the polarity between land and sky, Litha is a time to find a balance between fire and
water. According to Ceisiwr Serith, in his book The Pagan Family, European traditions celebrated this time of year by
setting large wheels on fire and then rolling them down a hill into a body of water. He suggests that this may be because this is when the sun is at its strongest yet also the day at which it begins to weaken. Another possibility is that
the water mitigates the heat of the sun, and subordinating the sun wheel to water may prevent drought.
Saxon Traditions: When they arrived in the British Isles, the Saxon invaders brought with them the tradition of calling
the month of June Aerra Litha. They marked Midsummer with huge bonfires that celebrated the power of the sun over
darkness. For people in Scandinavian countries and in the farther reaches of the Northern hemisphere, Midsummer
was very important. The nearly endless hours of light in June are a happy contrast to the constant darkness found six
months later in the middle of winter.
Roman Festivals : The Romans, who had a festival for anything and everything, celebrated this time as sacred to Juno,
the wife of Jupiter and goddess of women and childbirth. She is also called Juno Luna and blesses women with the privilege of menstruation. The month of June was named for her, and because
Juno was the patroness of marriage, her month remains an ever-popular time
for weddings. This time of year was also sacred to Vesta, goddess of the
hearth. The matrons of Rome entered her temple on Midsummer and made
offerings of salted meal for eight days, in hopes that she would confer her
blessings upon their homes.
Midsummer for Modern Pagans: Litha has often been a source of contention among modern Pagan and Wiccan groups, because there's always been a
question about whether or not Midsummer was truly celebrated by the ancients. While there's scholarly evidence to indicate that it was indeed observed, there were suggestions made by Gerald Gardner, the founder of
modern Wicca, that the solar festivals (the solstices and equinoxes) were actually added later and imported from the
Middle East. Regardless of the origins, many modern Wiccans and Pagans do choose to celebrate Litha every year in
June.
In some traditions, Litha is a time at which there is a battle between light and dark. The Oak King is seen as the ruler of
the year between winter solstice and summer solstice, and the Holly King from summer to winter. At each solstice they
battle for power, and while the Oak King may be in charge of things at the beginning of June, by the end of Midsummer
he is defeated by the Holly King.
This is a time of year of brightness and warmth. Crops are growing in their fields with the heat of the sun, but may require water to keep them alive. The power of the sun at Midsummer is at its most potent, and the earth is fertile with
the bounty of growing life.
For contemporary Wiccans and Pagans, this is a day of inner power and brightness. Find yourself a quiet spot and
meditate on the darkness and the light both in the world and in your personal life. Celebrate the turning of the Wheel
of the Year with fire and water, night and day, and other symbols of the triumph of light over darkness.
Litha is a great time to celebrate outdoors if you have children. Take them swimming or just turn on the sprinkler to
run through, and then have a bonfire or barbeque at the end of the day. Let them stay up late to say goodnight to the
sun, and celebrate nightfall with sparklers, storytelling, and music. This is also an ideal Sabbat to do some love magic or
celebrate a handfasting, since June is the month of marriages and family.
Photo: www.adivinario.com
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June 21 Wianki Festival of Wreaths (Washington, DC—Originally a Polish Tradition) Polish-American girls make
wreaths out of fresh greens on St. John’s Eve, place a lit candle in the center and float it
on the reflecting pool in front of the Lincoln Memorial. Young men gather round the
pool hoping that the wind will blow their girlfriend’s wreath toward them. The tradition
traces to ancient times. Girls would wear a garland of flowers on St. John’s Eve (in Poland), decorated with ribbons. They would remove the wreath and fasten a candle to
the center and throw it into a river or stream. If the wreath drifted to shore it meant the
girl would never marry; if it sinks the omen is that she will die within a year; if it floats
downstream, she will definitely marry. Young men would hide along the riverbank to
catch the wreath of their special girl. Why a wreath? Wreaths traditionally symbolize
immortality, victory, and mourning. So these Wianki Wreaths tell a tale of several paths
a young woman’s life may take. [Occurs on June 24 in Poland and other Eastern European countries]
Photo: http://www.paaa.us/events/
June 24 St. John’s Day Christian John the Baptist was Jesus’ older cousin. He was a prophet sent by God to prepare
people for the coming of Christ into the world.
John’s parents were Sts. Elizabeth and Zechariah. They were an elderly couple who had nearly given up hope that their
marriage would be blessed with a child. Then the angel Gabriel appeared to Zechariah in the Temple and told him that
Elizabeth would give birth to a son. Gabriel said they should name the child John. Read about the birth of John in Luke
1:57-80.
The Gospel of Luke also tells us about the mission God gave to John. He was called to tell people to repent, or to be
sorry for, their sins and to be baptized. He told the people to “Prepare the way of the Lord” (Luke 3: 4). He said, “I am
baptizing you with water, but one mightier than I is coming. I am not worthy to loosen the thongs on his sandals. He
will baptize you with the holy Spirit and fire” (Luke 3:16).
John baptized Jesus in the Jordan River. Luke tells us that the heavens opened at that moment and the Holy Spirit descended upon Jesus. Then the voice of God spoke, saying, “You are my beloved Son; with you I am well pleased” (Luke
3: 21-22).
John preached against King Herod who was married to his brother’s wife. This was a
great sin because the brother was still living. The wife’s name was Herodias. She demanded that Herod arrest John.
Herodias plotted with her daughter, Salome, for revenge against John. At a party, Salome danced for Herod. Her dancing tempted Herod and he promised Salome that that
he would give her anything she wanted. She asked for John the Baptist’s head on a
platter. John was martyred that night.
Just as John prepared people for the coming of Jesus, his brutal death prepared Jesus’
followers for Christ’s sacrifice on the cross. Photo: www.ntprints.com

June 29 Ramadan Begins Islam Ramadan is the ninth month of the Islamic lunar calendar. Every day during this
month, Muslims around the world spend the daylight hours in a complete fast.
During the blessed month of Ramadan, Muslims all over the world abstain from food, drink, and other physical needs
during the daylight hours. As a time to purify the soul, refocus attention on God, and practice self-sacrifice, Ramadan is
much more than just not eating and drinking.
Muslims are called upon to use this month to re-evaluate their lives in light of Islamic guidance. They are to make
peace with those who have wronged them, strengthen ties with family and friends, do away with bad habits -- essentially to clean up one’s lives, thoughts, and feelings. The Arabic word for "fasting" (sawm) literally means
(continued)
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"to refrain" - and it means not only refraining from food and drink, but from
evil actions, thoughts, and words.
During Ramadan, every part of the body must be restrained. The tongue
must be restrained from backbiting and gossip. The eyes must restrain
themselves from looking at unlawful things. The hand must not touch or
take anything that does not belong to it. The ears must refrain from listening
to idle talk or obscene words. The feet must refrain from going to sinful
places. In such a way, every part of the body observes the fast.
Therefore, fasting is not merely physical, but is rather the total commitment of the person's body and soul to the spirit of the fast. Ramadan is a
time to practice self-restraint; a time to cleanse the body and soul from impurities and re-focus one's self on the worship of God.

Photo: www.hoteliermiddleeast.com

June 29 Ghambar Maidyoshem begins Zoroastrian Revel in the beauty and necessity of water with Zoroastrians
today on Ghambar Maidyoshem. For thousands of years, Zoroastrians have marked this 5-day festival that celebrates
the creation of water, along with the sowing of the summer crop and the harvesting of grain. Zoroastrianism—believed
by many to be the first major monotheistic religion in history—began with a simple priest, in about 1,000 BCE. Zoroaster, or Zarathustra, traveled the land to convince Persian kings to adopt the belief systems he had been told of by
Ahura Mazda, the chief god. Soon, Zoroastrianism spread across the Persian Empire and was practiced by half of the
known world, although today, some of its core rules are leading it to the brink of extinction.
Throughout the year, Zoroastrians feast for six ghambars, or seasonal festivals. Each ghambar has its own theme and
reflects the seasons, as early Zoroastrians were very closely connected with the natural world.
Would you like to receive Grace Notes? A Daily Inspirational email for subscribers.
Contact the Senior Chaplain at kennisdu@childrensnational.org and request being added to the distribution
group. Below is a sample of a Grace Note.

Our bodies have five senses: touch, smell, taste, sight, hearing.
But not to be overlooked are the senses of our souls: intuition, peace,
foresight, trust, empathy.

― C. JoyBell C.

